4 Kinds of People

Luke 5:8:4-15

still waters
People With Hard Hearts:

- Hear the word
- Don’t embrace it
- Evil one steals it away
- Not saved
People without Without Depth:  No Roots

- Receive word with joy
- Have no root
  ~Testing comes
  ~Fall away
People Choked With Worry: Thorns

- Hear the word
- Embrace the word
- Choked out by:
  - Worries
  - Riches
  - Pleasures
- Do not mature
People That Are Fruitful: Good Soil

- Hear the word
- Retain the word
- Persevere through trials
- Produces spiritual fruit
  ~Personal transformation: Become like Jesus
  ~Spiritual reproduction: Bring others to Jesus
Reflection:

What Kind Of Person Are You?

- Path: Hard
- No Root: No Depth
- Choked out: No fruit
- Good Soil: Spiritual transformation and reproduction